GLOBAL TECH ADVOCATES SUMMIT 2022
AND THE RISE OF THE BHARATPRENEURS
NOVEMBER 2022

HELLO ADVOCATES/NAMASTE,
I have returned from an amazing week in India for our Global Tech Advocates
Summit, ‘Namaste, New India’, co-hosted with me by the co-founders of Tech
India Advocates: Ani Kaprekar, Af Malhotra and Nilesh Gopali. We started
planning the week, our second GTA Summit following our trip to China in 2019,
back in February, and, as you will see, we packed an enormous amount across
three cities in five days.
My thanks to the several partners and sponsors who supported and hosted
various aspects of the week including Penningtons Manches Cooper, Tech Nation,
London Stock Exchange Group, Globalization Partners, Deshpande Foundation,
Rajasthan Royals, British Deputy High Commission Bengaluru, Karnataka Digital
Economy Mission (KDEM) and Hyperlink Brand Solutions.
I hope this note provides some useful perspectives on what we experienced along
with some of the main insights. It probably will not give you much of a sense of
the emotional impact this series of events had on all of us and the bonding of the
Advocates – around 40 or so – who joined us for some or all of the week. I have
included some comments from some of the Advocates who joined us at the end
of this note, and I would encourage you to follow up with them (and have a look at
their social media posts on LinkedIn and Twitter, too).
Here goes…

MONDAY: 7TH NOVEMBER: SETTING THE SCENE FOR NEW INDIA

Our first day of the GTA Summit kicked off in Bengaluru with an orientation
session with Advocates who travelled from many places around the world.
Ani Kaprekar, co-founder of Tech India Advocates, shared some insights to
help us understand India’s history and future direction. We were asked to keep
three ‘D’s in mind as we travelled around India during the week: Democracy,
Demographics and Diversity.
Ani also reminded us during the week about the contradictions we’ll experience
and to keep in mind that ‘Everything flows’ in India. He also introduced some
useful phrases to use such as ‘Chalta hai’ (roughly translated as ‘oh well, it
happens’) or ‘Jugaad’ (again roughly translated as ‘frugal innovation’).
He has written a beautiful summary on LinkedIn of the week, and I would
suggest you read it to further capture the ‘flow’ of the week and the wonderful
people we met:
VIEW LINKEDIN POST

We were joined by the CEO of Action for India https://actionforindia.org, Prerna
Wadikar, who introduced us to the meaning of ‘New India’. She covered a broad
focus on ‘interoperability, democratization & decentralisation’ and initiatives
around key platforms which are supporting the country’s 1.3 billion population
(and thanks to Nilesh who also helped me on these notes below):

• JAM: Jandhan, Aadhaar & Mobile
o
		
		

Jandhan=> Unbanked Indians having bank accounts ( 460 million 		
from 2014 to July 2022 new accounts for the unbanked have opened
in the recent years)

o
		
		

Aadhaar Card => Unique Citizen ID details securely stored in the 		
Government database as a foundation ID for every 1.3 billion citizens
of India

o
		
		
		

Mobile=> The country has largely skipped over landlines and has
focused on mobile (total handsets in the country are more than a 		
billion, so 700 million to 800 million actively use mobiles with some
having multiple devices)

•

Smart phones (more than 50% i.e. around 750 million)

•
		

Feature phones (320 million, many migrating from feature to
smart phones)

o
		
		
		

“India Stack” : A set of APIs that allows governments, businesses, 		
startups and developers to utilize unique digital Infrastructure to solve
India’s hard problems towards presence-less, paperless, and 			
cashless service delivery

•
		

Presenceless Layer: Use of Aadhaar card for eKYC
‘Know Your Customer’

•
		
		

Paperless Layer: ‘DigiLocker’ - All important documents can
be digitally stored and can be shared with implementation and 		
adoption increasing by the month

•
		

Cashless Layer : a single interface to all national banks and online 		
wallets - UPI (Unified Payment Interface)

• OCEN: Open Credit Enablement Network
o
o
		

Building an open banking platform, including open credit
Adopting the open banking approach which the UK pioneered, and
now fully embracing it (and surpassing it in terms of ambition)

• ONDC: Open Network Digital Commerce
o
		
o

Opening up small retailer access to Amazon, Flipcart, eBay and
other retail platforms
Open banking concept applied to digital commerce

• ABHA: Ayushman Bharat Health Account
o

Open health (health records are with you wherever you go)

One of our Advocates, Oli Barrett, described all of this as a massive ‘Operating
System upgrade’ for those who had access in the past and ensuring that millions
who never had access would now be part of this fully integrated approach for its
citizens and businesses.
India offers the third cheapest wifi and internet access in the world, to encourage
its population to move to digital platforms (Prerna shared several examples with
us of how this is working, especially in rural parts of the country).
For the non-Indians in the room, Prerna reminded everyone that India’s original
name is ‘Bharat’, and she explained about the ‘Rise of Bharatpreneurs’ with a
focus on four areas: healthtech, climatetech, fintech, and agritech. She then
introduced the CEOs of three companies who travelled from other parts of India
to be with us:
• Manish Kumar from Verdant: World’s largest virtual animal husbandry service
https://verdantimpact.com
• Rahul Bakare from Urdhvam: Recharging & reviving depletion of groundwater
resources with BoreCharger http://www.borecharger.com
• Srinivas Bandlamuri from Aspartika: Focus on circulatory & health
https://aspartika.com
During the afternoon, we travelled to the India Institute of Science (IISc) with a
visit to CeNSE, the Centre for Nano Science and Engineering and hosted by Dr. L
Tulasi Gandikota http://www.cense.iisc.ac.in
The IISc focuses on incubating IP based startups which commercialise science
– IISc incorporates the Centre for Nano Science & Engineering, a technology
business incubator including a specialty incubator emphasising nanotech and
semiconductors. The research facility is funded by the Government of Karnataka
(the regional government where Bengaluru is).
The session included a discussion with Avik Debnath from Karnataka Digital
Economy Mission (KDEM) and covered the rationale for investing in India’s
semiconductor industry. A couple of key points emerged
https://karnatakadigital.in:
• The recent driver for investment in semiconductors was the adverse impact
of the pandemic and shortage of chips globally
• Strategically, the country is looking to build a ‘trusted value chain’ of
suppliers to ensure future access to chips and become more reliant
on providers within India
• India has built its reputation as a strong leader in software – there is now
more focus and attention on advanced manufacturing including
automation and robotics

The session concluded with presentations from five startup entrepreneurs
in the incubator including:
• Sudhanshu Shekhar from Infab on MEMS-based devices
• Neeraj Bagi from Meukron Technologies on microfluidics & MEMS
• Purushottam Joshi from Dense Power on next gen of green energy & storage
• Pushkraj Janwadkar from SciLogic on automated histopathology
• Tarush Prem from Mushloop on sustainable packaging from mushrooms

From CeNSE we travelled to the British Deputy High Commission Residence for
an evening reception hosted by Dr. Andrew Fleming. We were joined by leaders
from British International Investment (BII), UK Department for International
Trade, The Confederation of British Industry (CBI) and London & Partners.
Yes, this was just our first day of the Summit!

TUESDAY: 8TH NOVEMBER: THE GTA SUMMIT ANCHOR EVENT

On Tuesday, over 100 of us gathered at the Bangalore International Center
for our GTA Summit anchor event co-hosted by Tech India Advocates. Ani
Kaprekar, Priya Guha and Oli Barrett were our comperes for the day and
moderated various panel discussions. Af Malhotra, Bindi Karia and I also
moderated panels.

CLICK HERE FOR THE FULL
AGENDA FOR THE DAY

CLICK HERE FOR THE
RECORDING

Many great insights and themes were shared, and the aim was to bring together
different voices from the Indian and International tech sectors to discuss India’s
leadership in tech.
Some of the key points coming from the session:

• The tech start-up ecosystem is highly glamourised, and young Indians
are confidently taking the risk to start new ventures
• World Resources Institute – India has shared key insights on their
LinkedIn page for the GTA Summit video
• The cost of engineering talent has increased and talent has
become more scarce
• The importance of diversity and need to bring diverse backgrounds into tech
• Venture investment is about to have another substantial wave of growth
• There were two previous investment waves (one in 2007 and one in 2013), but
a challenge has been that there have not been significant exits over the years.
• This next wave must bring more local VC investment and not
rely on overseas investment
• It can take 20 to 30 years to build up significant local investment
(Silicon Valley started getting going in the 60’s and became truly
dominant in the 90’s)
• The next 10 years will be key for India tech, but the signs are good
versus previous investment cycles; many are referring to the upcoming
years as India’s ‘Techade’
• The quality of entrepreneurs in terms of experience is strong
• Key tech verticals include: fintech, agritech, healthtech, climatetech
• India has spent the past few years putting a good foundation in place: digital
ID, digital payments, low cost wifi/internet + ONDC (see above from our
orientation session from Prerna Wadikar)
• My question to the last panel was: ‘Will India tech be the largest tech
ecosystem in the world in 10 years – ahead of the US, China and UK’, and the
resounding response from all six panelists was ‘yes’!

My thanks to all of the speakers who joined us including:
• Anne Glover from Amadeus Capital
• Aprameya Radhakrishna from Koo
• Rajiv Srivatsa from Antler India (part of Antler Group) &
Co-Founder, Urban Ladder
• Jaya Dhindaw from World Resources Institute – India
• Dr. Aravind Chinchure, CEO – Deshpande Startups
Many thanks to Advocate Pat Saini from Penningtons Manches Cooper and TLA
Immigration who hosted a reception at the end of the event. In the evening, Ani,
Af and Nilesh hosted us at Bheema for a very authentic eating experience (yes,
many ate with their hands).

WEDNESDAY: 9TH NOVEMBER: A VISIT TO A DYNAMIC
‘TIER 2’ CITY AND VERY SPECIAL FOUNDATION

Several of the delegation of Advocates travelled by air to and from Hubballi
(Hubli) to join an all day visit with the Deshpande Foundation, with thanks to Dr.
Aravind Chinchure and Dnyanada Deshpande for hosting all of us. I also want
to give a big nod to Ani who really wanted us to travel to a ‘Tier 2’ city in the
country to understand that the tech sector is not just being driven in cities like
Bengaluru or Hyderabad but also in some of the smaller cities and communities…
…and it was an incredible day! Dnyanada led us through an ambitious agenda
featuring the Deshpande Startups, Deshpande Skills Development Centre and
the Rural Technology Transformation Centre. These three areas form the basis
of the purpose-led work from the Foundation, focusing on the rural community
in Karnataka region to develop skills, entrepreneurship and support for the
agriculture community.
For many of us, the day was a highlight of the week. Five startups presented to
us after we arrived:

• Nautilus Hearing: https://www.nautilushearing.com
• LinkEZ: http://www.linkeztech.com
• Wide Mobility: http://www.widemobility.com
• Sonic Lamb: https://www.soniclamb.com
• FaLa Tech

We then spent the afternoon meeting students who attend the nearby academy
which promotes computer and English-language skills – academy student ages
are roughly equivalent to secondary school and college, and it was great to see
such a strong emphasis on young women (roughly about 80% of the academy
are female).
The students shared their experiences with us, and we were asked to share
some of our wisdom (if you can call it that) with them…and it proved to be an
incredibly powerful and emotional experience for us. The session gave us a
glimpse into India’s future in terms of its talent, and we were hugely impressed
and inspired (and these words simply do not do justice to the impact that these
young people had on us).
We spent time in their Rural Technology Transformation Centre where
Deshpande Foundation works with farmers who use satellite technology to help
them with water management and crops – we finished the day with a Product
Expo to meet more of the startups supported by the Foundation. I have brought
many of them into our Advocates community to benefit from the network.
It was simply a day that none of us will forget, and we now have plenty of follow
up actions with both Tech India Advocates and Global Tech Advocates to build
further collaboration with Deshpande Foundation.

THURSDAY: 10TH NOVEMBER: MOVING ONTO MUMBAI

The delegation travelled from Bengaluru to Mumbai for the last
stop of the GTA Summit.
Rajasthan Royals (‘RR’) cricket club hosted all of us at their headquarters, and
featured an overview of the work of RR and its sports tech accelerator and work
with startups: https://www.rajasthanroyals.com/about
Jake Lush McCrum, CEO of Rajasthan Royals, explained how RR is
focused on being innovation, technology and data driven. He discussed
how they are bringing knowledge from US baseball into cricket, including
the use of data for bidding process, and we had further presentations from
Zameer Kochar and Rohit Sareen.
Neil Shah from London Stock Exchange Group made some opening remarks,
and then the session featured a panel discussion on investing in India
tech moderated by Oli Barrett with:

• Ratna Mehta, Partner – Ambassador Capital Partners
• Brijesh Pillai, Director, Technology & Finance Operations –
Blenheim Chalcot
• Manish Ladage, Director – Mastermind Financial Services and JPIN

Timing is everything: we held the event during the India-England Cricket Semifinals during the T20 World Cup (which, for those of you who do not follow
Cricket, England won, and our Indian friends in the room were not very happy).
Af organised a dinner for the delegation at a Mumbai favourite called Mahesh
Lunch Home in Juhu Beach for some delicious grilled seafood.

FRIDAY, 11TH NOVEMBER: A LAST DAY FOCUSING ON GRASSROOTS
AND INNOVATION IN THE REALITIES OF MUMBAI

The day kicked off with Rohan Mantri from ReCircle who shared an overview of
their approach to ethical plastic recycling. A great session with some follow up
with Tech India Advocates is planned with CEO Rahul Nainani and you can learn
more here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wadeld2YJi0
We then as a delegation had a session where we discussed our thoughts,
perspectives and insights about our time in India. Here are some reflections from
some of the Advocates:

• The mindset is different - it is about helping others first (selflessness) plus
a natural level of humility plus a deep appreciation for humanity and life – it
touches you in your soul (Suki Fuller)
• What I saw in this country is the incarnation of tech for good; the kindness and
willingness to help and a focus on problem solving (Tsvetelin Anastasov)
• The approach to innovation here is very different from the Western approach;
there is a Moral Quotient (MQ) approach to innovation in India (Bindi Karia)
• My most amazing trip to India so far; there is an emphasis on finding the
problem and just fixing it; people here just get on with it – the Bharatpreneurs;
the West has so much to learn from India; we need UK students to go to
India; the number of amazing women we’ve met during the week has been
a highlight; India has many layers and you cannot discover India in a week,
however when you meet people like Dr Tulasi Gandikota, the CEO of the
Technology Business Incubator at CeNse and Prerna Wadikar, the CEO of
Action for India you learn that India is a place where women can flourish!
(Pat Saini)
• I’ve always worked in the tech space but for companies focused on profits;
the visit made me think about how technology can work for the betterment of
others (Catherine Mandungu)
• I am confident that India is really ‘getting it’ to solve problems for a
broad mass of people; I can see the global potential for India; we’re in good
hands with India taking a leadership role; I feel very much at home here
(Anders Nilsson)
• The energy here is powerful; the business and investment opportunities here
are immense (John McLaren-Stewart)
• How we treat people is critical; this journey helped me to ‘unclog’ myself; I felt
like I’ve been in good hands; everything flows and nothing clogs; India is the
land of resilience (Zoltan Vass)
• It’s the people; I found a newfound love with my home country;
we’re going to double the number of women analysts from India in my VC
business (Nikita Thakrar)
• I was impressed by so many clever people using technology to improve
people’s lives and solve fundamental problems (Chris Marsh)
• The trip reminded me of the power of travelling and reflecting with an
incredible group; we’re lucky to have such a strong Tech India Advocates
team; the DNA of entrepreneurs is its MQ; the manners and respect here is off
the chart; the power of observation is massive; I think of India as a swing state
on the world stage (Oli Barrett)
• We should see India as a leader in terms of attitude (in addition to
technology); we’ve all come with individual experiences; we as a delegation
will be bound by this experience; the knowledge, wisdom, insight shared from
Ani, Af, and Nilesh has changed me forever (Matic Boh)
• Having worked in London (16 yrs) & Mumbai (8 yrs) for significant amount
of time, I was glad to see that the entire GTA delegation began the same
journey that I traversed through i.e. ‘Unlearning’ & ‘Re-learning’ whilst merging
both Indian & UK mindset to understand & appreciate grassroots level Indian
innovations which can be adopted & scaled up globally. One such example is
UPI (Unified Payment Interface) which is reflective of this innovation, which
has revolutionised payments in India with a staggering monthly volume of
over 6.5 billion transactions amounting to USD $140 billion value
(Nilesh Gopali)
• Please go back and share your stories with emotion; we can eradicate racism;
remember that India is 20x the size of the UK – 20x the population, 20x the
challenges and 20x the opportunities (Af Malhotra)
• India can best be described as muddle, momentum and multitude with
a guiding philosophy of Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam
(The world is one family) (Ani Kaprekar)

Our final destination was to meet with leaders at the Municipal Corporation of
Greater Mumbai (MCGM) and tour with the Disaster Recovery Management
Center. Our thanks to Mahesh Narvekar, Rashmee Lokhande and Dr. Aditee
Vaidya for hosting us and sharing what it is like to be ‘at the ready’ should a
disaster impact Mumbai, a city of around 20 million people.
https://www.mcgm.gov.in/irj/portal/anonymous?guest_user=english
Our last bit of time together was for our hosts – Ani, Af and Nilesh – to introduce
us to Mumbai – some of its culture, cuisine and nightlife in some of Mumbai’s
most iconic destinations, especially exciting for those of us who had not
experienced Mumbai before (including a stop at Leopold’s Café, India’s first pub
founded in 1871).

MEDIA AND ONLINE COVERAGE

As we travelled, there was a significant amount of media coverage in India and
elsewhere – some of the links are included here:

ANI

INDIA TODAY

BUSINESS TODAY

NEW DELHI TIMES

BUSINESS NEWS THIS WEEK

IT VOICE

APN NEWS

INDIA TECH ONLINE

WEBINDIA123

THE HINDU

BUSINESS LEADER

Online Television:

BANGALORE FACTS

BANGALORE SAMACHAR

MY THANKS

• Ani Kaprekar, Co-Founder,
Tech India Advocates

• Anders Nilsson, Co-Lead, Tech
Italy Advocates

• Af Malhotra, Co-Founder,
Tech India Advocates

• Jeanette Carlsson, Lead and
Founder, Tech Nordic Advocates

• Nilesh Gopali, Co-Founder,
Tech India Advocates

• Aniket Mone, Technical
Digital Platform Lead, Tech
Nordic Advocates

• Oli Barrett MBE, Co-Founder &
Presenter + GTA Advisory Board +
Co-Founder of Startup Britain

• Surbhi Sharma, Honorary Consul
of Spain in Bangalore + Tech Spain
Advocates Representative

• Priya Guha MBE, Venture Partner • Nikita Thakrar, Co-Founder
Merian Ventures and Non-Executive
& CEO, Included VC + Tech
Director, UK Research & Innovation +
London Advocates
GTA Advisory Board
• Bindi Karia, Venture Partner,
Molten Ventures & Digital Leaders
of Europe, World Economic Forum
+ GTA Advisory Board + Tech
Canada Advocates
• Richard Lowe, Lead, Tech West
England Advocates + Managing
Director, Hewlett Rand
• Tsvetelin Anastasov, Co-Lead,
Tech France Advocates + Senior
Consultant, EY
• Catherine Mandungu, Founder,
Think RevOps + Tech
Netherlands Advocates
• Zoltan Vass, Co-Lead, GTA
Future of Work

• Ankit Balani, Director – Market
Intelligence, Globalization Partners
• Sathiyakailash Suryananrayanan,
Project Manager at Miratech + Tech
Emerging Europe Advocates
• Dr. Saif Mahmood, Advisor – Tech
India Advocates
A number of trade, Government
and NGO organisations joined us
throughout the week including, and my
thanks for their participation:
• CeNSE: Dr. L Tulasi Gandikota

• Leslie Sarma, Co-Lead, Tech
Singapore Advocates

• Karnataka Digital Economy Mission:
Siddhartha Anand, Avik Debnath,
Amar Momaya, Vivek Saxena,
Gaurav Punjabi

• Unni Krishnan, Vivat Group + Tech
Florida Advocates

• World Resources Institute – India:
Jaya Dhindaw

• Anne Glover, CEO, Amadeus Capital
Partners + British International
Investment (BII)

• Confederation of Indian Industry:
Vijesh Saigal

• Chris Marsh, Director, Venture
Risks Group

• British International Investment:
Andrew Brown, Anne Glover,
Robert Borthwick, Ngalaah Chuphi,
Nikuni Jinsi, Rahul Kallepalli,
Chirantan Patiak

• KLE Center for Technology
Innovation & Entrepreneurship:
• John McLaren Stewart, CEO, Venture
Shivayogi Turmari
Risks Group + TLA Insurtech

• Pat Saini, Head of Penningtons
Manches Cooper Immigration
Practice and Head of TLA
Immigration group
• Nick Giles, Co-Founder, Seven Hills
• Matic Boh, Senior Campaign
Director, Seven Hills
• Sakshi Jain, Head of CBI – India
• Guruprashad Chettiar, Head of
Technology and Digital Practice,
Spencer Stuart
• Suki Fuller, Fellow at the Council of
Competitive Intelligence + Co-Lead,
TLA Women in Tech + GTA Black
Women in Tech + Tech Bay Area
Advocates representative
• Neil Shah, Director – Tech
Sector Specialist, London Stock
Exchange Group
• Mohan Bhuyan, India Representative
– Primary Markets, London Stock
Exchange Group

• British Deputy High Commission
Bengaluru: Dr. Andrew Fleming,
James Godber, Sunik Kumar
N, K T Rajan
• The Confederation of British
Industry: Sakshi Jain
• London & Partners: Hemin
Bharucha, Divya Bajaj, Neha
Karnad, Burzin Luth
• UK Department for International
Trade: Gita Krishnankutty,
Sijoy Thomas
• Action for India: Prerna Wadikar
• Deshpande Foundation: Dr. Aravind
Chinchure, Dnyanada Deshpande
• US Commercial Service/SelectUSA:
Navin Vazirani
• Invest Northern Ireland: Sonali Hule

My thanks to the core team who helped plan the week: Ani, Af, Nilesh,
Priya and Matic. Also, many thanks to the Hyperlink team including Rachna
Panikker, Lendell Patel and Dhairya Zaveri for helping us plan the week and
for their work managing the various events throughout. A big thank you to
Dhairya who quickly sorted a challenging problem with my iPhone on the
morning of the big event. And, of course, many thanks to Lendell and Pat Saini
for assisting many of us to secure visas (which was a rather daunting process
for those not able to get an eVisa).

ONE FINAL THOUGHT

India is clearly on a journey to be a world-leading tech ecosystem, and my bet
is that it will become the largest tech ecosystem in the world over the coming
decade. The country has the most incredible pool of talent with a mindset to
focus on solving problems through innovative ways utilising its very strong
MQ. We are lucky to have such a strong Tech India Advocates group to help us
become further engaged in this most exciting ecosystem and to introduce us to
many more Bharatpreneurs.

Dhanyawaad (thank you)!

Russ Shaw CBE
Founder, Tech London Advocates
& Global Tech Advocates
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